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Introduction

Evaluation is a reflexive activity. It affects the people who participate and the situation studied,
and there is no guarantee that the effects Will be democratic, constructive or equitable. Most of
the critique of evaluation involves analysis of the political relationships betWeen program
participants, program sponsors, program evaluators and their respective institutional
affiliations. Arguments for !qualitative', 'naturalistic' and 'case study' approaches tci
evaluation are based on the importance of fl involved and affected participants' interpretations
of life in social and educational programs. Such approaches are justified on two main grounds:
political and substantive. Political grounds attribute participants 'equal rights' to comment on
programs. Substantive grounds recognise the validity of interpretations of the program is not a
function of the relative power and status of researchers, policy-makers, and program workers.
Rather the opposite is that case, the validity of the evaluation is regarded as suspect unless
different perspectives, descriPtive and evaluative, are given expression and taken into account.
But these analyses do not engage the ways in which any 'external' evaluation itself impinges on
the lives of program participants at the 'local' level.

The fait objective of this paper is to demonstrate the way in which local reactions to an
evaluation directly threatened its validity. A fic&ordl objective is to demonstrate that not all
participants in a qualitative evaluation study (which aimed to be democratic, but within certain
institutional and procedural constraints) understand or defer to the commitnients of democradc
evaluation. A third objective is to indicate that the metapolidcal analyses of evaluation
approaches do little to inform the nature of local site effects. MacDonald's (1976) well-known
distinction between 'democratic', 'bureaucratic' and 'autocratic' epproaches invites a view of
democratic approach of evaluation which results in so-called democratic evaluation approaches
which may not be democratic at all, There is an important distinction between 'participatory'
and 'representative' democracy which is too often disregarded. A fourth objective is to identify
some new theses about the practice of 'democratic' evaluation, to improve the way 'evaluation'
understands the nature of social and educational change, to improve the relevance of evaluation
to social and educational improvement, but at the same time to suggest that what is 'democratic'
is very situational and made problematic by concrete practice.

The case

The following account of an instance within a democratic evaluation which used a case study
approach illustrates that even the most scrupulous attention to ethical principles and procedures
for theselease of information cannot always protect the interests of participants in the study, or
the integrity of the study itself. Departures from the principles and procedures by participants
left the evaluation team with intensely problematic alternative courses of action. The account
has been anonymised and certain unimportant features have been fictionalized for reasons which
will become obvious.
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The evaluation study was one of several I have participated in over recent years. The Principles
of Procedure for the control of the release of information by the evaluation were an early
version of those developed and subsequently published by Kemmis and Robottom (1986).
Those authors note that the prineiples have been observed for several years in a variety of ways
by evaluators in the naturalistic case study evaluation tradition (see also Simons (1987)). The
principles used are thought to provide a way of making an externally commissioned evaluation
as democratic as possible by giving participants considerable control over the interpretation and
release of information. With respect to the issues addressed here, the Principles of Procedure
used in the study were not significantly different from the published Kemmis and Robottom
(1986) version (see Appendix A for the actual principles used).

For the purposes of this account, it is sufficient to describe the program being evaluatedas the
'Language Curriculum Project', where students with particular weaknesses in language were to
visit a neighbouring school for specially funded language tuition. The project was one of many
in the past decade or so supported by the Australian national and state governments which
aimed t6 offset educational disadvantage of different kinds with specially fundedprograms.

Because the evaluation study involved Only a few sites, each of which was quite distinctive, the
anonymisation of participants in reports of the study itself was not considered feasible. This
was so even though the sites were quite widely distibuted around Australia. While it might
have be possible to disguise the identities of individuals tO people without knowledge of
particular sites, People at each site would almost certainly have been recognizable to site
colleagues because of the distinctiveness of their mles and other cues. Because it was
effectively unavoidable, in my communication with participants in the evaluation I expresseda
preference for identifying participants in the evaluation report, but only with their permission.
I asked people to release information with its eventual public character in mind (seeletters
below).

The wide distribution of sites also made the 'case' itself rather attenuated. This was
compounded by the intermittent nature of the program's activities, and by the substantial
departure of program activities from the intended goals of the program. The program was so
much reinterpreted by site participants itwas not always clear whether whatwas happening was
an example of the 'case' we were commissioned to study. We agonised several times as to
whethetwe should report that observation, terminate the study, and return the grant. But the
way the program had panned out seemed to us to be a useful thing to understand, so we .
proceeded.

In a superficial sense, the 'boundaries' of the case were reasonably clear. We simply had to
find where the program money had gone to. That was not difficult, but finding out how its
purposes had been so obscured or distorted before it actually got to those who were meant to
make use of it was another kettle of fish. Furthermore, the sheer geographical extent ofthe
case stained the budget for the evaluation. This made fieldwork rather compacted, and all of
these factors combined influenced the possibilities and nature of the democratic practice the
evaluation team could engage. We tried, but I have gave reservations about how successful we
were.

The instance

The two key actors in the account are the male school principal, and the femalelanguage teacher
employed to work on the Language Project in an untenured position -- on 'soft money'. Both
were made aware of the Pri les of Procedure in general terms, but were not given actual
copies of them in advance. 11 den interviewed the principal was amiable, helpful, apparently
supportive of the Language Curriculum Project, appreciative of the 'responsive' approach
taken by the evaluators (Stake, 1975), and indicated his preparedness to help the evaluation in
any way he could. He spoke of the Language Project in glowing terms, and was proud of the
school's engagement in it. He indicated that he was not aware of any of the operational details
of the Project and encouraged me to speak with teacher directly involved. It was clear also from
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what he said that other teachers were unlikely to have any knowledge of the project. From his
perspective the project was a good idea, but the details were left to two staff, one of whom was
not available to the evaluation team.

The teacher's account of the Project was not so positive. She criticized the Project severely on
three grounds Whichean be summarized in the following way. First, the curriculum which she
had been encouraged to develop had not really been matched to the kinds of disabilities the
intradal stndents had; though she had never been told exactly who the intended stidents were
meant to be. Second, the students were being selected in ways which meant they were not the
client group for whom fundshid been provided. And third, the organization of the Project was
a 'disaster,' with students were arriving unannounced, at the wrong times, from sehools which
had hot indicated participation in the Project and which would not have been the primary target
schoola for the Project. The verbal information she presented to support her claims was
supported by enrolment records, by our observation of the students, and by the students' own
comments.

The actiVities the teacher constructed for the students who did arrive seemed engaging and
useful to the students, and her ingenuity and calm in coping With the surprise arrival in the
school foyer of a troupe of students from other schools was remarkable. Nevertheless, after the
event, she e*pressed annoyance at the inconvenience she had been canied, and aLso at what she,
saw as the misdirection of project funds (Several other teachers we interviewed at other sites had
been largely uriaware of any of the commitments aCeepting the funds entailed becanie they did
not where the funds actually came from). This teacher's criticism criticism was so strong, I.
asked her at the time whether she was sure that her comments should go on the public record
and be attributed to her. She was adamant about that, saying that it was important for people to
realize'what had happened. I still had reservations, but almost felt obliged to use what she had
said.

The BincipleaoLEamlut which guided the study dictated two phases for the negotiation of
the release of information. 'The first phase involved the negotiation of the substance of
interview and other observational data. The second phase invited participants to react to the
interpretations made by the evaluator in the construction of the draft version of the final report.

The teacher and principal were each sent copies of the record of the interview conducted, a copy
of the Principles of 17tocedure, and the following letter:

Dear

Please find enclosed my edited record of our discussion during my recent visit.
As I may have indicated when we talked, the evaluation team like to give
participants in the study the opportmity to correct or improve our record of their
statements. Please note in the enclosed outline of the study the 'Princtples of
Procedure' to which we are committed.

We are concerned that the record is fair, relevant and accurate. We would also
like participants to indicate any comments which are an accurate record, but
which they would prefer not attributed to them personally. Our strategy with
such comments ff they are reported in the study will be to, disguise the identity of
the utterer -- 'a teacher reported ... ' or 'a Senior Officer in the Education
Department in one statc said ... It is our preference to idennfy people, but we
will not do so without consent. We will not identify any students in reports of
the study.

We would be grateful for any corrections which need to be made, and for any
further information which you believe will assist our understanding. If we do
not receive an amended statement from you before , we will assume
that you are comfortable with the document as it now stands. Would you please
address your response to me as follows:
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Dr Robin Mc Taggart
School of Education
Deakin University
Geelong
Victoria, 3217 (Telephone: 052 471448 or 052 471483 , for messages).

Thank you for your help.

Yours faithfully,

Robin McTaggart.

The principal returned his record of interview with minor, perhaps pedantic corrections. Theteacher was a little late in retuning herreply, so I contacted her by telephone. She suggested acouple of minor changes for clarification and a few gfammatical corrections, forexample,preferring the word 'students' to 'kids'. She reaffirmed that it was important her comments
were on the record. I asked her to send a copy of her corrections to confirm what had been
agreed by telephone. She agreed that the fmal report writing couldgo ahead, and seemedsurprised that I was being so cautious. She saw no problem at all with my using the
information and explicitly attested to the faiinessirelevance and accuracy ofour record of herwords. Indeed, she said again that she had given it to us for thevet), purpose of publication,
and expressed impafience with my hesitation. We did not have a written statement of her
release and validation of her words, but this was not required by the Principles of Procedureand I took the view that her statement could be used. We decided to quote her to encapsulatethe kinds of things people at several sites we had visited were saying.

At this time, the writing of the draft final report was well underway. It was in the Tail to study
participants in about two weeks. The promised confirmation of the teachefs record ofinterview had not been received before mailing, but I proceeded on the basis of her assurancesin our telephone conversation. Draft final reports were sent to study participants with thefolloWing memo:

Language Curriculum Project Evaluation Study

Draft Report

The enclosed draft of the final report of the evaluation of the Language
Curriculum Project has been circulated only to those participants who have beenquoted directly. In all butone or two cases, the comments attributed to study
participants have been cleared with them already. All participants idenafied in
the study are invited to check their own comments and interpretations made by
the Language Curriculum Project evaluation team.

The Principles of Procedure to which the Language Curriculum Project
Study is committed are includedin the report itself as an Appendix.
Participants may wish to refer again.to those principles before deciding whether
to respond to this draft report. The authors' basic commitment is that the reportbe fair, relevant and accurate, and invite participants to read the report with
these criteria in mind.

The report will be amended according to the Principles of Procedure in the
light of comments received, and will then be published.

Written comments on the draft report should be directed to:

Dr Robin McTaggart
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School of Education
Deakin University
Geelong .

Victoria, 3217.

The deadline for responses is Beyond that date the authors
will assume that participants who have not responded approve the release of the
document in its present form.

Robin McTaggart may be contacted by telephone at Dealdn on 052 471448 or
052 471483 for messages.

Thank you once again for your contribution to the study.

A few days after the draft report arrived at the various sites, an amended record of interview
was received from the teacher. The changes she had made were extensive, with all of the
criticisms of the Language Curriculum Project which had been previously released either
deleted, or so completely submerged that they were virtually imperceptible to the reader.
Important testimony for the evaluation was now apparently withdrawn. I was concerned about
the loss of data, but because of the teachees earlier attitude I was even more concerned about
what might have happened. I was also curious about the turn of events. The site was too
distant to visit again, so I telephoned her to find out.

She was angry, but not with me. When the principal had read the draft final report, he had also
read the interview which the teacher had previously approved for release (by telephone). He
had summoned her to his office and inStructed her to change the record of what she had said.
The reasons she reported to us were that the principal thought the interview reflected adversely
on the school and implicitly on his supervision of the staff member respoasible for the
organizational arrangements. That staff member apparently had been absent from the school
periodically without permission froth the principal. However, according to the Project teacher,
the fairness, relevance and accuracy of her testimony were not questioned by the principal, at
least in these terms. He wanted to change her words even so.

The principal's actions were in direct violation of te Principles of Procedure to which he had
agreed in general at our first meeting, and which he now had in front of him having seen them
also when his interview was returned to him for ;,omment. My first impulse was to contact him
but I decided against it for several reasons. I had imerviewed him and my records of the
interview with him were negotiated according to the Principles of Procedure. He said he did
not know much about the operation of the program which is probably not unusual in such
cases. At the time he had the reported conversation with the teacher about the content of the
interim report, he had before him a written invitation to contact me to suggest ehanges to the
interim report's data and interpretations with reference to the criteria of fairness, relevance and
accuracy and the Principles of Procedure in the letter. He did not respond in that way but
instead apparently decided on the course of action reported -- to force the teacher to change her
testimony.

We thought his reaction was excessive, but he may have seen himself in an invidious position.
What rights did he have now that the evaluation had actually increased his understanding of
what had been happening in the program? That is, the Principles of Procedure might have
underestimated the dynamism of the site, both substantively and politically. If the principal
acted to change things immediately, how could the teachees account any longer be true? But its
earlier truth was important to the evaluation.

Referring to her rights under the Principles of Procedure, I asked the teacher if she had resisted
the principal's efforts to force her to change her comments. She relived the anger of the
confrontation and assured me: 'I know how to dig my heels in!' She went on angrily:
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Do you know what? He even mentioned my terms and conditions of
employment! Can you believe that? I wouldn't mind so much except that if Igo, I expect that the Language Project will go with me. So you see, I don'thave any choice.

I considered sticking tolhe original release agreement, but felt it unfair to do so when the onlypotential victim was reluctant to do so. I suggested we might try to work out a form of wordswhich was acceptable to her, and which might still make the points she wanted to make a littlemore subtly. She was happy about that, but indicated her desire to check the product with theprincipal again. According to her, this made matters worse. His reaction was to throw hishands in the air and say to her, 'Write what you damn well like!' Knowing the ramifications,the Project teacher deeided to go back to a form of words very close to that which she said theprincipal had imposed upon her in their first confrontation.

Whether or not the amended interview 'record' was still useful to the evaluation is an importantisSue. Should a public 'right to know' take precedence over the individuals' rights to 'own thefacts about their lives', as Bany Macdonald once put it? Of course, who owns the facts is atissue here.

Even if the situation hal changed it seemed important to us to indicate in the evaluationreportthat in the ordinary circumstances (without the influence ofan evaluation team) the program wasnot working well as a central participant saw it. Perhaps the Prindples of Procedure negotiatedtoo much away anyway. I felt committed not to publish the original interview even though ithad been released, basically because of the implicit claim of the teacher that it would be unfair ifthe evaluation became an instrument of her disnissal and consequently of the demise of theprogram, at least in this way. I was of the view that the validity of the ieport had beencompromised, though we were able to present other data to support the general observation theteacher's testimony so neatly informed.

Issue 1: The 'truth' of the teacher's testimony

We were satisfied that the teachef s original testimony was accurate. There was corroboratingevidence, and the situation was not uncominon in the sites we had visited. The logistics ofgetting students from school to school, identifying appropriate participants, and ensuring theirtimely arrival were demonstrably beyond the resources of the schools' capacity tocope (a pointmade in the draft report which might have mitigated any concerns the principal had). But whatevidence did we really have that the teacher was not just maldng the whole thing up when shechanged her testimony?

The only other informant whocould help out there was the principal who had opportunity topresent 'his side of the story': he was interviewed, and corroborated our record; and had awritten invitation in front ofhim to comment to us by telephone or in writing at the very time ofthe altercation with the teacher. His statement indicated that he did not know this level of detailabout the program, so he could not refute what she said. The evidence we have presentedexplains how we dealt with the situation and how we interpreted it. It js possible that theteacher was lying about the threat, but testimony from the principal about the conversation couldnot confum that (though we might regard an admission from him as corroboration of theteacher's claim). We would still be judging the veracity ofthe teacher's claim on the basis ofher testimony, and our observations of her other actions which indicated reasonablyunequivocally that she had been given a hard time by the principal.

What could we have done? Take further action which the major victim had already claimedwould further jeopardise and worsen her position? We might have even interpreted her requestthat we not talk further with the principal as a violation of the Principles of Procedure whichguarantee the right of the evaluation team speak to anyone who might inform the study,implicitly as many times as we considered necessary. We may have acted differently, we mayhave even made the evaluation more 'democratic', but it is my view that our actions were
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completely compatible with the Principles of PrOcedure and the commitment to democratic
evaluation practice, and certainly no lesS democratic than any alternative course of action.
Perhaps we could have collected the principal's account of the conversation and taken the risk
Of making matters worse, but if the account was different, would we then be obliged to go back
to the teacher for her response, back to the principal again ?

This issue is partly a function of the attenuated nature of the case. Because the site had so few
participants and the presence of the program relatively transient (a few weeks at a thne) it was
simply difftcult to get testimdny; there were few informants. The evaluation budget did not run
to protracted observation either.

Issue 2: Who vas at risk?

All parties (including the evaluators) are 'at risk' in an evaluation. But 'risk' is not a
dichotomous yariable. There are degrees of risk which are very much,a function of the power
(including access to informadon) which people have. It is apparent from the events described
that the principal thought he had something to lose from the data. Thoughwe should not
simply take that at face value. It is possible that the principal saw that the evaluation might
threaten a program he valued, failed to convince the teacher that her commitment to truth was
foolhardy and forced her to falsify her testimony in order to protect her from her own folly a
bit patronising, but not absolutely refutable on our evidence. The teacher's veto on further
questioning of the princinalmade it hnpossible to check that interpretation. On theevidence we
have, which is the teacher's testimony and our observations of her manner, it does not seem
likely that the principal was acting on the teacher's behalf.

The evaluation despite its aspirations to being 'democratic' probably shifted the balance of
power towards the principal. That is, despite strict care in the observance of the Principles of
Procedure the evaluation had already done what damage it might have done to the relationship
between the teacher and the principal. It was released interview data which had brought the
teacher's point Of view to the attention of the principal. Perhaps her situationwas retrieved
somewhat by the opportunity the principal took to change what she had said (in spite of the
method he used). But there was no,guarantee about that She was already on record as
someone Who was prepared to speak out critically, and that in itself had put the Language
Project at that school in jeopardy, at least if we can believe her account of the threats which
were made. Perhaps the program should have been terminated, but these were not appropriate
reasons for its demise.

The evaluation had incidentally threatened the future of the program, but more importantly
appeared to have shifted the balance of power in the school in favour of the principal. He now
had several 'reasons' for terminating both the program and the teacher's employment, reasons
which were incidental to the quality of the program and to the findings of the evaluation itself.
As far as this part of evaluation itself was concerned, we were not in a position to find out any
more about the program, or about the site effects we had set in train. But we had found out
enough to feel uneasy about the alternative explanation ofour effect on the principal-teacher
relationship. We did not think that he would suddenly be enamoured of this outspoken and
critical transient teacher.

The gender relationship here is familiar: according to the testimony we had the male principal
domineering the untenured female staff member. Insdtutional power does reside with men,
and women are subjected to shaky forms of employment. Sexism is structural and ideological.
and is a reasonable general explanation of the power differentials which are important in this
case. But I do not want to pursue the gender issue per se. Rather, I want to direct attention to
intra- and extra-institutional power differentials themselves and their relationship with the
evaluation process.
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Issue 3: What are we doihg here?

For site participants itmust be quite difficult to believe that they are participating in a democraticprocess when a stranger equipped 'with a set of procedures comes in for a few days ofinterviewS, doCuMent analysis and observation. In Severalevaluatien projects I have begunfieldwork by sending to prospective informants a copy of the general outline of the study and astatement of 'prificiplei of procedure', often hi find that neither doctiment has been read. Idoubt,that much substantive gain is made by explanations of principles of procedureWhichprecede interviews and obiervations'either. Most people simply know too little about what theymight be letting themselvesin for to make informed choices about participating (or controllingwhat they say). The comnion experience that Directors of Education are likely to haVe theirrecords of intervieW retyped by their secretaries while less influential informants do not evenreply to requests for changes or for validation ought to help Us to locate ourselves on thepolitical spectrum. Is there any. way the 'external evaluator' can actually work in uncooptedways?

The report

In the study we conducted above we presented several issues and findings which were criticalof the results of the program. On reflection, I think some case study researchers might think thetone of our report too judgmental, thotigh the judgments were collected from participants ratherthan made by us. However, even though theywere fairly represented and were carefullydocumented in-the report the overall impression was unequivocal Criticism was evident in allquarters. Informants criticised theprogram management (from government down) for beingblind to the ways in which the aims and funds from theprogram were being diverted bylongstanding organisational practices Which were noi particularly visible and politically difficultto change. The evidence of diversion was very strong. Also criticisedwere teachers theywere not dismayed by the diversionof Project funds. People had been able to do what theysaw as useful things, and there was little concern that Project aspirations had not been faithfullyrealised Or that funds intended for disadvantaged students had not always reached their target.
We had not found anything which might be regarded as exemplary practices within the programwhich might be published fer others to emulate (a hope we shared with the sponsors). Wefound good ideas and good Oractices, but not under the umbrella of the program (We hadoutlined in our proposal an excursion outside the program for exemplary practices). Webelieved that we had documented ways in which the management and rationale of suchprograms were questioned by program staff and that we had also indicated their views abouthow things might be changedfor the better. The emphasis of the report was on the way projectgoals had been blurred as project money and projwt ideas wended their way through theinstitutional structure and we Avere careful not to attributeblame, fearing that the problem wasone of structure rather than inept agency. Attributing blame was out of the question anywaybecause we did not have the resources (or charter) to understand exactly the pre-emptiveness ofprior organisational arrangements and appointments.

Our feeling was thatwe had supported the disadvantaged young people the program was meantto help. We felt we haddone so without presenting criticisms (because we could not fmd anyof substance) of thosepeople working on very shaky terms of employment on the fringes of theschool system those young people who were often more than others in and around schoolscould handle. We offered surrogate experience, interesting examples and frustratingconstraints, and presented each in what we thought were accessible ways to the several relevantaudiences, but finished up with hardly any audience at all. We were congratulated on thethoroughness of our research and the quality of the report, but it was never published by thesponsors.

In the instance and in general, we wondered ifwe had contributed to the democratic process inany other way than to advantage the already advantaged.

8
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Limits of democratic evaluation

The general difficulty we confront here is what makes evaluation 'democratic'. In particular
there is the problematic role of the 'external' evaluator, the nature of his or her 'insertion' into
the political context of the case, and the way in which knowledge external to the case is broug,ht
to bear to inform it. That evaluation is an ideological process which affects the distribution of
'power is obvious and widely documented. The best known encapsulation of the ideology of
evaluation is MacDonald's (1976) division of evaluation into autocratic, bureaucratic and
democratic forms. MacDonald is an advocate of democratic approaches to evaluation, though
his conception of what 'democratic' means in the context of 'external' evaluation1 has been
criticized by Lakomski:

Just as democratic evaluation 'takes for granted' the political framework of
liberal pluralism so it accepts uncritically the very program it evaluates. More
specifically, it does not raise the question of how and why /his program came to
be conceived and implemented. Worse, it cannot even mise the question given
its grounding in social phenomenology ... The consequence of the inability to
account for the genesis of Social and educational programs and to judge their
worth leads democratic eValuation implicitly to affirm the status quo. (Lakomski,
1983, p. 273)

There is an obvious overstatement here which I Will deal with first Democratic (naturalistic
case study) approaches to evaluation are not purely phenomenological for two reasons. First,
the 'case' is often includes people who do attribute meaning to the case in the very terms
Lakomski say they don't And second, it is difficult to prise apart into separate realms of logic
of the discourses of liberal pluralism and critical theory to which she is alluding at this point.
Concepts likelegemony, ideology, resistance can easily part of the ordinary discourses of
some cases themselves. Nevertheless, the point Lakomski makes raises an important issue.
There are understandings and theoretical perspectives available which may go beyond those of
the case partiCipants and which might help to explain the 'contained' way in which the program
is understood. The problem with purist phenomenological approaches to evaluation is that they
do not commit themselves to making these other potentially enlightening and educative
perspectives an aspect of the reporting of the case. Their aspiration is to tell it like it is the terms
and understandings of the most directly affected participants. The other side of that coin is the
problem of 'democratically' maldng new knowledge available without at the same time
practising the epistemological imperialism which sometimes characterises the work of
professional researchers. Both interpretivism and epistemological imperialism risk creating the
same outcome: affirming the status quo as Lakomski has argued.

In the instance and case cited above, the democratic approach probably did more harm than to
confirm an inequitable status quo. There is a real chance it made matters v.'orse.

The Lakomski analysis is obviously pitched at different level to the issue raised by the
confrontation discussed above, though they are related in important ways. Lakomski was
aware that even democratic evaluations are usually commissioned by policy makers in a social
and political structure which surrenders to 'bureaucratic rationality' (Rizvi, 1986) much of the
participatory ethic and practice implacit in the ordinary conception of demoaacy. The question
is whether evaluation practice might ever become sensitive to these local issues when it is so
intimately linked to the knowledge production apparatus of the institutionalised state.

Lakomski suggested that the answer lies in recognizing that method of enquiry itself is value
laden, and that enquiry based on a critical epistemology is less likely to confirm and compound
existing differentials of pc-yer and status. She noted MacDonald's acknowledgement that

1 Note that MacDonald (1978) has alsoargued for 'self-evaluation' as an expression of the democratic impulse in
evaluation

1
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Evaluation should be concerned not just with choices within given programmes(formative evaluation) nor choices between programmes (summative evaluation)but with choices between policies and between policy-making processes.MacDonald, 1978, p. 11)

She then went on to argue:

Evaluation must not be content with choices between, it must also examine those
very policies and policy processes with regard to their ideological assumptions.But such critique of ideology cannot take place within the phenomenological
perspective. That has to be abandoned in favor of a critical epistemology andand theory of education. (Lakomski, 1983, p. 274, emphasis in original)

Lakomsld's general point of view is strongly supported in the literature (for example,Bernstein, 1976; Fay, 1975; Habermas, 1972, 1974, Carr and Kemmis, 1986). But there is animportant cleavage between thedifferent critical perspectives which hinges upon the nature ofthe relationship between the researcher and the researched. Mostcritical approaches toeducational enquiry (including evaluation) recognize the importance of analyzing powerdifferentials, typically expressed with reference to hegemony to embrace ideological as well aspractical forms of domination.

But what does it mean to act democratically when one is a researcher (or democratic evaluator)?Is it sufficient to write a report which faithfully records the world as participants in the case seeit, and perhaps to offer historical-materialist accounts of why people see things in the ways thatthey do? If the answer is to engage the practical political strugglefor improvement with thosewhom the study has touched, or whom the act of research is touching, what is the nature of therelationship between the people studied, the state and the commitment to knowledgeproduction?

In the critical theory literature on rest 'Ich methodology which relates to education there arewide differences in the extent to which the researcher should feel committed work directly withpeople, rather than merely study them. The nature and strength of that commitment affects notonly the nature of evaluation contracts researchers should be prepared to sign, but whetherresearchers will work at all in those 'external' evaluation roles. The diversity of positions isquite easily shown. For example, Popkewitz builds the case for critical approaches toeducational research ahead ofempirical-analytic and interpretive approaches, but then takes anindividualistic, liberal position:

What I cannot argue for is the superiority of any single paradigm for consideringthe complexities of schooling. Each intellectual tradition provides a particularvantage point for considering social conduct. The different paradigms can enableus to gain great insight into the whole and into the relationship of the elements tothat whole... In this sense I am willing to adopt a liberal-democratic perspectiveto the problem of social science. (Popkewitz, 1984, p. 54)

According to Carr, an advocate for action research (that is,research done by people (forexample, within a program) by and for themselves) the assumption that research paradigms arecomplementary rather than exPressions of political contestation leaves Popkewitz with a ratherambivalent position on the role of the researcher. In reviewing the Popkewitz volume, has beensharply critical on this very point:

All ... that he can positively recommend is the development ofa 'self-criticalquality that enables researchers to scrutinize the assumptions, implications andconsequences of their work'. What Popkewitz conspicuously fails to
recommend is how this 'self-critical quality' is to be achieved. For me, this
reluctance to embrace the full implications of its own central argument is thebook's most obvious failing. Another is its failure to indicate the kind of
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research methodology which would give concrete expression to the alternative
view of educational inquiry it advocates and defends. (CaiT, 1985, p. 232)

This criticism by Carr is fundamentally a criticism of the role of the evaluator simply giving an
account of people's work (even siith democratic processes for the release and validation). It
leaves knowledge production and reporting largely in the hands of the external evaluator.

Other advocates of the critical approach have been much more explicit about the kind of
evaluation and research commitments it entails. Comstock, for example, described it in these
terms:

Criticalsocial research begins from the life problems of definite and particular
social agents who may be individuals, groups or classes that are oppressed by
and alienated from :;ocial processes they maintain or create but do not control.
Begimiing from the practical problems of everyday existence it returns to that life
with the aim of enlightening its subjects about unrecognized social constraints
and possible courses of action,by Vihich they may liberate themselves. Its aim is
enlightened self-knowledge and effective political action. Its method iidialogue,
and'its effect is to heighten its subjeCts' self awareness of their collective
potential as the active agents of history... Critical research links depersonalized
scial pmcesses to its subjects' choices and actions with the goal of eliminating
unrecognized and and Contradictory consequences of collective action.
(Comstock, 1982, pp. 378-379)

Leaving aside the issue of the appropriateness of the language he uses, I want to explore how
Comstock envisages the role of researchers (and evaluators) with respect to program
participants. Comstock went on to develop in somewhat programmatic form the way in which
a critical researcher must work. Of particular note was the commitment to

Participate in a theoretically grounded program of action which will change social
conditions and, in addition, will engender new less alienated understandings and
needs... Critical researchers do not, therefore, enter progressive groups on an
episodic basis to solve clearly defined problenis. Since their aim is to stimulate a
self-sustaining process of critical analysis and enlightened action, it becomes
necessary for critical researchers to ally themselves with progressive groups and
work with them for considerable periods of time.,(Comstock, 1982, p. 386)

In this view, the researcher comes closer to engaging the political struggle with the social actors
in' the situation under study. But as Kemmis (1983) has noted, Comstock still reserved a
somewhiu special and privileged place for the researcher who in important ways in this
conceptualisation stilt controls the conceptualisation of plans. But several points Comstock
made here are relevant to the question of what an (admittedly idealised) image of democratic
work by a researcher might be. First, the identification of the program in which the work to be
engaged is not predicated upon the bureaucratic necessity of an !evaluation'. Rather, research
skills are Put at the disposal of 'progressive groups' who haveessentially defmed themselves a
priori. Second, the substance of the work is not determined by a bureaucratic defmition of a
case or the sphere of action supposedly influenced by the targeted dispersal of funds. Third,
the duration of engagement is not determined by costing and review schedules but by the
ordinary progress of the work. In turn these produce a quite different relationship between
between the researcher and 'program' participants. In this view, we can no probably longer
speak of 'programs' at all, and ternis like 'movement' might seem more appropriate.1

If we accept the idea of democracy that undeipins the Comstock proposal, the state and its
institutional infrastructure plays a less central role in the production of knowledge about
progrrans of reform. What place is there for 'democratic evaluaiion' of the kinds practised by

1 Note that the evaluation (conceived somewhat in traditional terms) of PUSH/EXCEL was considered less than
feasible by its appointed evaluators because itwas a 'moiement' and not a 'Program'



!external' eValuators in founs of demotratic life like the one Comstock proposes? Of course, it
is Unfair to compare the haish realities of one kind of practice with an unrealised ideal.
Neverthless, we can recognise some important shottcomings of 'democratic evaluation' in a
bureancratised state. 'But how do we go about cortecting them; via the further refinement of
demociatic evaluation, ot from a different tack altogether?

A mote recent proposal from Lakomski (1985) asserted the importance of educational
practitioneks,playing a primary role ikeducational enquiry. The critical epistemology which
Underpinned her advocacy was based on a rather dismissive critique of Habermas, but other
authors have used Habermas' theory of knowledge constitutive interests and critical theory
more generally to develop an epistemology Which seeks to justify action research (and self-
evaluation) is an appropriate approach to program evaluation. In doing so these authors try to
recait the role of the 'external' researcher. They also Work from a different concept of
democracy.

Such approaches to evalhation argUe that understanding the nature of the program (or
,mOvement)is impossibleif the struggle to change is hot directly engaged. That is, there is an
explicit challenge to the 'externality' of the evaluator. In ttiese approaches, the organization of
political action gilled at emancipation (to useHabermas' Somewhat grand term') is inextricably
linked mith educational Improvement and the growth of c'fifical untterstanding. Enquiry is
always an opportunity,*commitment to address questiohs ofditadvantage, powerlessness,
irrationality:and injustice ivith action as well as through there-search act itself. These
approaches have an explicit politics directed nOt only at reducing the digtortions produced in the
kinds of stenario Portrayed earlier, btu at attively 'Confronting with participants the poWer
differentials which produce the distottions in the first plate. The aini of such approaches to
evaluation is.not to correct the perceived failings ,of the relationship between evaluators,
sponsors and the statety improving the ways knowledge production is controlled; but by
changing the way it is knowledge is 'produced' in the first place. But these approaches present
us with another set of problems which may not mean that the outcome is any more democratic
than the conceptualisation it replaces.Z

The 'emancipatory critical' approach to democratic evaluation

Kemmis has attempted in several places (1980a, 1982, 1983, 1986, 1987) to develop the
argument that there is a specific nezd to move towards emancipatory critical approaches to the
evaluation of educational programs. In the emancipatory critical appmach, the 'evaluator's'
aspiration is not 'scientific objectivity' nor 'disciplined subjectivity' but toparticipate with
others in a process ofcollective action and self-reflection the struggle to improve education
through the aggregation of critically exaniined individual efforts conceived as part of asmup
commitmeht. Participation in the evaluation process, in the critical community, informing and
informed by the evaluation, is crucial. It is argued that the change in focus is such that the
language of evaluation IS no longer appropriate. In more recent work, Kemmis and others haim
begun to move move the discourse away from the language of evaluation (except occasionally
to refer to The notion of 'self-evaluation') and to argue instead for action research (Carr and
Kemmis, 1986; McTaggart and Garbutcheon-Singh, 1986, 1988; Kemmis and McTaggart,
1988a, 1988b). The idealisation of actiOn research envisages quite different notions of
democracy from those implicit in the Principles ofProcedure to which-I have referred.

A particular kind of action research is envisaged -- a kind which can actually help resist the
kinds of doniinatiOn sustained and confirmed by so-called 'democratic' approaches to

1 It is also patronising and contradictory tG think you are going to emancipate people more effectively than they
can do it for themselves.
2 It is also possible that in practice democratic evaluation (as the term is usually understood) as an aspiration is
wrongheaded anyway. In the real politik of educational systems, people without power may be in stronger
position after tut 'evaluation' if they can discredit it by demonstrating that their views have been ignored, that
they would be if their views have.ostensibly been taken into aceount.
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evaluatico. In this.kind of action research it is argued, researchers and evaluators might join
other.systein 'Participants in collectiVe work to" improve education in quite different
organisatiOnal and social arrangement to those implied by even the best practices of 'external'
evaluation. Li these fonni of social organisation a key iaea is the cornmitment to group
engageriientin aetion and reflection. One k4 feature of this work is the elevatien of the status
of the production of knowledge through the experience of educational and social Work.

'There is a somewhat problematic ideal underlying each of these concepts the ideal of
'Symmetrical comMUnication' whial derives from Habennas conceptualisation of an 'ideal
speechsituation' (Brandt, 1978, 1979; Werner and Drechsler,,1978; Kemmis, 1980b, Carr and
Kemmis; '1986). It means the use of discourse to attempt 'to Come to an agreement about the
truth of a problemadc statement or the correctness of a probleinatic norm carries With it a
supposition that a genuine agreement iS possible'. Habermas argueathat provided the 'rational'
decision is based solely on better argurnent, 'such agreement is possible. The characteristic
demanded Of discusSion to achieve this end is that it be Treefromall constraints of domination,
,whether their source be consciouSitrategic behaviour or communication barriers secured in
ideology or neurosis'. In particular, all.paracipants must haVe the same Chance to initiate, and
perpetuate discourse, tOpUtforward, cell into question, and give reasons for or against
statenientS, explanations, interpretations and justifications. -Furthermore, they must have the
same chance to expreia attitudes, feelingi, intentions and the like, and to command, tooppose,
to permit, to forbid, etc.' (McCarthy, 1978, cited-in McTaggart and Fitzpatrick, 1981)

The logical andPnetical potsibilities' of the 'ideal speeeh situation' 'where discourse is 'freea
from the constraints of action' in the interests of the pursuit of truth-have been challenged in
several Ways' (Nielsen, 1983; Connolly,1987). One cluster of criticism queitiOns its
fundamental consensualism, arguing instead that all aspects of:sPeech are fundanientally
contestable. Another related cluster of concern challenges the assUmptiOn that people will
becenad Committted todiscouries which, through their symmetry, act against their own interests
(throwing away the advantages they have achieved because Of the inequities capitalism creates).
HoweVer, it is important to recognise that the idea was presented by Habernias ai a working
proposition (and now seemi to attach-less importance to it).

We should not discard the possibility of More symmetrical communications on the basis Of such
theoretical analysis Without at the same time examining the ways the idea has been taken up in
practice,,for example, through a general cornmitment to rationality-through 'reasonableness'.
The possibilities for more symmetrical communications can appropriately be tested by
participants in social and educational action through reflection on the ways in whiah their own
group processes facilitate or, frustratethe efficaey of their action and the evolution of their
understandings. We milk recognise that concrete coercion, hegemony and curtailed_
understanding of many kinds get in the way, but the useful' question is whether there is any
evidence that people Can aspire tO and be& to recognizeauthentic improvement in practice,
understanding and social organisation for themselves. The examplesef Paulo Freire's work
and the NiCaraguan Literacy Campaign (Lankshear, .1986) suggest that it is reasonable to be
optimistic on that score. From that work we find another sense of the practice of democracy
which is captured.somewhat polemically by Gironx Whe uses the concept of the resisting
intellectual' to identify those who want to-work together to change existing patterns of social
relationship and organiSation and knOwledge pzoduction:

Resistingintellectualsis a category that draws from the insights of both Gramsci
and Paulo Freire. This term is indebted to Gramsd's notion of the organic
intellectual but differs in that it stiggests that such intellectuals can emerge from
and Work with any number of oppositional groups, other than and including the
vorking class, that advance emaneipatory traditions within'and outside of
alternative publie spheres. Central to the category of resisting intellectuals is the
interplay of the languages of critique and possibility. Utilizing thelanguage of
self critique; resisting intellectuals.employ the discourseof self ofiticism as well
as forms of critical'analysis that interrogate theidéological and inaterialpractices
of domination. Furthermore, resisting intellectuals take their cue from Fieire and
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develop a critical vernacular that is attentive to the problems experiencedat the
level of everyday life, particularly as these are related to pedagogical experiences
connected to classroom practice. The language of critique unites with the
language of possibility when it points to the conditions for new forms of culture,
alternative social practices, new modes of communication, and a practical vision
for the future. (Giroux, 1986, p. 39)

That is, aecording to this line of argument, by.being a member of an 'oppositional group'
engaged in collective action and reflection, the 'individual' is in a position to both confront and
unmask the power relations implicit, for example, in bureaucratic rationality, with some
measure of safety -- politically with respect to others, and,psychologically with respect to
himself or herself. The comparison with the exposure of the vulnerable individual (and
vulnerable report) in democratic evaluadoais significant.

Is there a role now for democratic approaches to evaluation governed by the principles of
procedure mentioned earlier? Perhaps they are a way of teaching people the virtues of the
explicitly self-reflective approaches. Efforts to move incrementally fromone paradigm to
another are fraught with obvious danger. Sometimes the dangers are quite explicit. For
example, in..the Victorian Education Ministry, the installation ofcorporate managerialism (under
a Labour Party government) has tried to revamp cbmpletely the 'School 14:oven:tent Plan'
(which had laboured long and hard to get action research going in schools) so that it became
responsible for its corporate vision of 'accountability'. One of the problems action research
advocates must confront in situations like this is the cooption of all of the language and most of
the important ideas of action research to subvert its fundamental aims. Nevertheless, there is
some evidence from several projects that a transition from democratic evaluation to critical
community can be achieved in the context of 'assisted self-evaluation' (Kemmis, 1986). Within
these projects there is a range of activities from conventional democratic evaluation approaches
(for example, to help initiate self-reflection by identifying apparent contradictions in current
practice), 'co-authorship' (Trim), 1983), right though to explicitly emancipatory action
research. It could be argued that because the diversity of activity is Eitin each project a
methodological paradigm shift has already occurred. In that case the question still remains, but
can be approached from a more general perspective.

What are the events which can cause 'naturally occurring' groups to become self-critical?
Individuals sometimes identify significant events which seen to act as 'triggers for
transformation' (McTaggart and Garbutcheon-Singh, 1986, 1988), but that view is
individualistic and denies the importance of biographical trajectory and historical location.
Retallick suggested that a group can become a critical community when participants are ready to
examine their

values as being interactively constructed, as constitutive of the community
rather than being given, accepted or impoSed. This suggests that a community
might become criticalwhen participants regard their values as objects of
examination, interpretation, critique and reconstruction through dialogue.
Values are seen as problematic in a self-conscious sense. Pernaps all groups
of people who share values to a reasonable degree at least have a potential to
become critical communities, that is to say they are latent critical communities
which can theoretically be transformed into self-conscious or critical
communities. (Retallick, 1986, p. 4)

In this view, the development of a critical community is not seen as a momentary transformation
(as the term 'enlightenment' may sometimes suggest), but rather the ongoingwork of
reconstructing a vieW of the world through action and reflection. Evaluation studies which seek
to unveil (or at least postulate) the ideological underpinnings of the forms of organization,
discourse, and practice in educational institutions may be quite helpful in creating the possibility
for a group Ao become a critical community, or for encouraging the actual forMation of incipient
groups. Of course, it should be noted that such an evaluation approach has gone beyond
.phenomenology, and has taken a critical turn. But in the view of action researchers, interpretive
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accounts, even those involving ideology critique, are deficient. They argue that critique of
interpretivism and Critical hermeneutics must be sustained, the production of research aid
evaluarion findings is not enough. As`Mao Tse Tung once observed:

If you want to know a certain thing or a certain class of things directly, you must
personally participate in the struggle to change reality, to change that thing or
class Of things, for only thus canyou come into contact with them as
phenorneni; onlithrough personal participation in the struggle to change reality
can you uncover the essence of that thing or class of things and comprehend
them. (Mao Tse Tung, cited in Stenhouse, 1980, p. 43)

What are the ways to achieve that, by democratising evaluation practice or by refilsing the
potential cooptiveness of 'evaluation' rOles in favour of i completely different conceptualisation
of the relationship between researchers and researched? And if the latter, what are the
discursive,,practical, and organisational routes which lead in concrete practice away from
hegemonic and Concrete constraints on the one hand, and a disempoweringly polemical idealism
on the other?

The possibility of convergence

There are two perspectiyet takentere: one it a short exposition on the undemocratic distortion
of institutionalised fbrin of 'dernocratic evaluation' apparently at least for UndemoCratic
purposes; the-other it a soineWhat okitimittie set of propositions about the way in which the
relationships night turn out if conceived in terms of a participatory cOnceptualisation of
democracy. There is a risk of lapsinginto diralittic thinkinghere and of confusing strategic
wisdornwith ceoption. The dualisni can be approached by ekamining concrete efforts to
democratise evaluation Practiee. Before proceeding I wintto make another pointto Complicate
things. I have tuggested aboVe that democratic Principles of Procethire can be corrupted to
distort the aceuracy of ait evaluation report. But other thingscan go wrong as well. For
example, the criteria of fairhess might be Used by particiPantt who do notmcognise aspects of
their behaviour as racistto stifle an ad-count of it (at leatt in these terms). 'The criteria of
relevanae and accuracy raise similar kin& ofissues, which at the very least may profoundly the
delay the evaluation report by, repeated cycles of negotiation. And finallY, whose criteria of
fairness; relevanceand accuracy are most appropriate and aCtually, applied in the situation.?

One of the difficulties we face is a real shortage of empirically grounded analyses of the roles
democratic' evaluation and action retearch have played iri people's liVes. From the perspective
of democratic evaluation, Simons' rzening_io jinow_Schookin_aDemormey (1987) is the most
thorough-analysis of theory and practice, but it is hittoricallycontaine and I think as a result
sees thepossibilides for broader social chafige-as-tilting at windmill,. Them is also a chance
that sheis being realistic about the possibilities of access td mgrr .ns for evaluators. She
quotes MacDonald and Norris: 'It it difficult to change what you do not understand' (p. 83).
In recent thnes I have handed back a standard government contract foran evaluation basically
because the government departrnent negotiators would not amend-the'Contract tO include
Principles of Procedure like those apPended. Though One negotiator considered-the Principles
'wholesome'i2the goverihnent department Would not agree to allow unfetteredPublication once
the report vat considered fair, relevant and accurate. I often wonder late at nighi if I did the
appropriate thing. Wasn't there a chance even there that I might work in educative ways, and if
necessaryaroUnd the constraints of the contract? I still don't think sO-because of the political
climateat the time, but ...

In action research, I find the best documented account is still the Ford Teaching Project (Elliott
and Adelman, 1973a, 1973b), but Adelman (1989) himself laments the lack of appropriately
dOcumented'examPles of action research. Espe4ially lackhigare accountsof projects which
actuallyexaMine the claiin that action researchers have becoine 'emandipated' or 'critically
conscious'.as a reittit of their activities (see Grundy, 1987). We might-fmd better eXamples of
that in eross-CUltural particiPatory (action) reiearch-literatuie (Lankshear, 1986), but it may be
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that in those situations concrete oppression is more important than hegemony and is accordingly
more accessible to understanding and amenable to resistance.

Because of the way power is distributed in the hierarchical, bureaucratic systems typical in
education, the Systemic role even of 'democratic' evaluators may always be to strengthen the
hand Of senior bureaucrats. As the instanCe cited in this paper Suggests, there are local effects
as well. Even the most dethocratic evaluation may be less help to thealready disadvantaged
than System-level analyses of the relationship between knowledge and power (likeLakomski's)will show. Furtherniore, deinocratic evaluatols may not discover the reflexivity of their work.
The scenario outlined in this paper lurched into the perceptual field of the evaluators almost by
chance. In general, suchissues are unlikely to surface in, accesSible forums, and even When
they do, evaluators are likely to have disappeared-from the scene.

Democratic evaluators and actien researchadvocates are generally agreed that an important goalof their work is to help people to engage.the struggle to change themselves, their situations,and their relationships with colleagues, institutions and conimunities. They differ in that action
research advotates in the critical tradition see critiCal theory as a Useful resource, andin a
commitment to engage more directly in the political struggle which attends and informs theresearch act. 'It is a moot point as to which-approach would immediately or ultimately make
educators and education itself less Villnetable to the hierarchical' failings Of the bureaucratic
systems and institutions in:which they work. :My sense is that We Ought to start as we mean to
go on, by supporting people in their quests to improve thernselves,'but I think We must keep onthe agenda the Criteria by whieh improveMent should be judged,:and the limits on the kinds of
opportunities afforded by different kinds of enquiry. That, I think, is the critical project, and
while democratic evaluation might providesome opporninities,I really think it will take a more
substantial change in edudational enquiry to achieve.it. We need to think not only in-terms ofthe validity of knowledge claims but also of the validity of research as a democratic adt. That
requires us to engage the struggle not only to change evaluatiOn practice, but to work for changein the institutional and social contexts in which evaluation occurs.
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APPENDIX

PRINCIPLES' OF PROCEDURE1

a. Independence

(i) NO participantin the project will have privileged access to the data of the evaluation.

(ii) NO participant Will have a unilateral right or power of veto c ver the content of the report.

b. Disinterest

(i) The evaluators will attempt to represent, as widely as posSible, the range of viewpoints
encountered in the evaluation, rather than to enunciate their own perspectives or private
views.

(ii) The evaluators reCognize that expliCit Or implicit recommendationsappearing in reports
Will not be regarded as prescriptions by program* participants. As far as possible,
however, the eValuators will atteinpt to present recOmniendations from participants rather
than'to Use the eValiiation as a platform for their oWn preferences.

c. Negotiated access

The evalnation will seek Only 'reasonable access' to relevant data sources. The evaluators
will assnine they tan freely approach any individual inVolved in the project to collect data.
Those appMached should feel free to disduas any Matters they see fit All such
discussions will be treated as privileged by the evaluators. The evaluators are bound to
portray the project and the issues it raises, but the release ef specific information likely to
identify informants Will be subject to negotiation with theseinformants.

d. Negotiation of boundaries

(i) The evaluation willbe issues-oriented. Theprinciples for inclusion of concerns,
perspectives or information in the study or its reports are that these concerns, perspectives
or items ofinformation contribute to understanding the project, especially in so far as it is
variously understood by participants in and obseryert' of the project from their different
points of view. A major task for the evaluation, therefore, is to attempt tO piece these
disparate persptctives together into a coherent (though not neeessarily synthetic or
'complete') account of the project as a whole. Thus, according to this principle of
inclusion,-the perspectiyes of all participants and interested observers have a 'right to be
considered'in the evaluation.

(ii) The principle for exclusion of con-cerns,perspectives or information is that they can be
shown to be false Or unfounded, irrelevant to the project, or to unfairly disadvantage
individuals or groups imiolved with the project.

e. Negotiation of accounts

(i) The criteria of fairness, relevance and accuracy form the basis for negotiation between the
eialuatOrs and Participants in the study. Where accounts Of the work of participants'
involvement in theProjeef can be shown to be unfair; irrelevant or inaccurate, the report
Will be athended. 'Once draft reports have been negotiated With participants on the basis
of thek criteria, they will be regarded as having the endorSement of those involved in the
negotiatiOna With respect tafairness, relevantand accuracy.

I Adapted from Keramis, S., and Robottom, (1986).
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(ii) The process of negotiation of accounts will, where necessary, be phased to protectparticipants from the consequences of one-way information flow. Parts of a report mayfirst be negotiated with relevant individuals who could be disadvantaged if the report werenegotiated as a whole with all participants.

f. Negotiation of release

(i) There will be to secret reporting. Reports will be made available first to those whosework they represent. Circulation will be phased so that members of the primary audience
will receive reports earliest, with other audiences receiving them later.

(ii) The release of reports for circulation beyond the cominunity of interests formed byrriemberS of the primary audience and the evaluators is a matter for negotiation and
decision within this community ofinterests. Given that the reports have been 'endorsed'as fair, relevant and accurate by tihe procedure of negotiation of accohnts, release of a ,report to secondary or other audiences would unfairly disadvantage any meniber of theprimary audience. In this case, an amended version of the report may be prepared whichwould overcome this obstacle to its release, viz, a version of the report which does not,by its release;.disadVantage any member of the primary audience. Any such amendedversiOn muststill be acceptable to the primary audience as a fair, relevant and accurate
accountdf the project, however.

(iii) In keeping with the foregoing principles of procedure, the circulation of reports will berestricted unless the report has beenbleared forunrestricted circulation. Restrictions oncirculation will be clearly indicated on the cover pages of all reports.

g. Publication

(i) Reports will be released for wider circulation only in the form established by theprocedure of negotiation ofaccounts; that is, they must be 'endorsed' by the members ofthe primary arid other audiences as fair, relevant and accurate. Any published report mustfirst of all meet this criterion.

(ii) The evaluatori reserve the right to disavow any incomplete or summary version of the
report which purports to be a report of this evaluation.

(iii) Any report to be published should have been produced according to these principles ofprocedure.

(iv) It is the expectation of theevaluators that the sponsor of the evaluation will have right offirst refusal on publication.

h. Confidentiality

(i) The evaluators will not examine files, correspondence or other documentation without
explicit authorization and will not copy from those sources without permission.

(ii) Interviews, meetings, and written exchanges will not be considered'off-the-record', butthose involved are free, both before and after, to restrict aspects or parts of such
exchanges, or io correct or iinprove their statement. QuotatiOns, verbatim transcripts andattributed observations,judgements, conclusions or recommendations, wherethese are'used in suCh a way as to idcritify their-sources, Will be used in reports only with the,authorization of the informant (i.e. the authdrization achieved by the procedure ofnegotiation of accounts). Where-information is general or where the Sources aresufficiently obscured so asto defy identification of specific individuals, no clearance willbe sought.
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(iii). The evaluators are responsible for the confidentiality of data collected by them in the
course of the evaluation.

(iv) In general, it should be noted that these confidentiality rules cannot be used to withdra N
reports from general view; once fair, relevant and accurate accounts have been released
and when they are presented in ways which do not unnecessarily expose or embairass
participants, such reports should no longer be sheltered by the prohibitions of
confidentiality.

i. Accountability

The evaluators cannot make all their recOrd.4 publicly availablewithout breaching the
evaluation's principles of prmedure. Neverthelms, the evaluation and the evaluators
must be accountable to sponsors, project participants and the evaluation audiences. Thus:

(i) The evaluation will keep appropriate financial andadministrative records which will be
open to its immediate sponsor.

(ii) The evaluation will be accountable to participants as outlhied in these principle:: of
procedure.

j. Agreement to these principles of procedure

(i) The evaluators ctuinot be held responsible for breaches of these principles by others
involved in the evaluatiOn. I* is the responsibility of members of the primary and other
audiences of the evaluation to respect the confidentiality of reports and any restrictions on
their circulation.

(ii) In commissioning this evaluation study and in accepting the commission, the sponsor and
the evaluators agree to abide by these principles of procedure.


